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Chairman Smith, Ranking Member Johnson, members of the committee, it’s an honor to speak to you
today about our nation’s voting systems, the potential threats they face this November, and the steps we
might take to mitigate these threats.
My name is Dan Wallach. I’ve been a professor of computer science at Rice University, in Houston,
Texas, for 18 years. My research considers a variety of computer security topics and I’ve published over
100 papers in the field. Among other honors, I recently served from 20112015 on the Air Force Science
Advisory Board. I’ve included a more detailed biography in my written materials. My main message for
you here, today, is that our election systems face credible cyberthreats; it’s prudent to adopt contingency
plans before November to mitigate these threats.
I’ve maintained a research interest in electronic voting systems starting with their widespread adoption in
the early 2000s. In particular, I led an NSFfunded research center, ACCURATE (A Center for Correct,
Usable, Reliable, Auditable, and Transparent Elections)1 from 20052011. I also participated in the 2007
California “Top to Bottom Review” of its electronic voting systems, where we found unacceptable
security vulnerabilities in every system we studied2; those systems were replaced in California with more
secure, paperbased systems but are still being used elsewhere and are likely still quite vulnerable. One of
my ongoing projects is helping the Travis County (Austin, Texas) Clerk’s office design a new electronic
voting system to replace their current, aging system3. In short, my experience makes me very familiar
with how our election systems are vulnerable and how our adversaries might seek to exploit them.
First, I’d like to address the threat. We’ve learned that foreign nationstate actors, likely Russian, broke
into DNC computers and released documents for expressly partisan purposes4. So far as we know, they’re
doing this to manipulate the outcome of November’s election. We must ask ourselves the same sorts of
questions that arise in any security analysis. Does the adversary have the means, motive, and opportunity
to have their desired effect, and do we have the necessary defenses and/or contingency plans to mitigate
these threats?
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It’s important to note that this has happened in elections before. Russian hackers, who may or may not
have been governmentaffiliated, committed “wanton destruction” upon Ukrainian election systems in
2014, arranging for the vote tallying system to report incorrect results5. The Ukrainians were lucky to
catch this; it’s not uncommon for nationstate computer attacks to go unnoticed for months or years. Like
the Ukranians in 2014, we face similar vulnerabilities today.
I’ve written about these issues in a detailed series of blog posts6 which I’ll summarize for you here. Our
biggest vulnerabilities are our voter registration databases, typically maintained online, so therefore
reachable by our adversaries. Web sites with databases are ubiquitous and their vulnerabilities are
wellunderstood to cyber threat actors. Every university computer security class has its students learn to
attack and defend these sorts of things. While a defender must eliminate all possible attacks, an attacker
needs only find a single weakness, so it’s reasonable to expect these weaknesses exist in our voter
registration systems. We can and should expect our adversaries to go after voter registration
systems, and there’s evidence of this already having happened in Arizona and and Illinois7 8. The partisan
impacts are easy to envision. You can selectively disenfranchise voters by deleting them from the
database or otherwise introducing errors. How can you infer voter partisanship? Political campaign
managers use a variety of predictive models for targeted mailings, getoutthevote campaigns, and so
forth; we can expect adversaries to do the same. Can we mitigate against these threats? First and
foremost, we can require computer backups and run drills to make sure we can rapidly recover from
corruption. To detect and deter more sophisticated adversaries, we should deploy stateoftheart intrusion
detection and prevention systems in “battleground” counties and states. Furthermore, we already have
“provisional voting,” allowing voters to cast a ballot, despite their absence from the database, but
provisional voting procedures are meant to handle a fairly small number of voters. If a substantial fraction
of voters had to vote provisionally, doing the necessary paperwork, the process would grind to a halt.
Long lines disenfranchise voters. Provisional balloting also doesn’t work very well in states heavily
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utilizing votebymail ballots (e.g., California, Colorado, Nevada, Oregon and Washington State), where
voters might not even realize their ballots are missing. We might be able to use traditional printed paper
pollbooks, rather than electronic pollbooks, but these don’t work easily with either early voting or election
day vote centers, where many thousands of different ballot styles must be available to thousands of voters.
Can our adversaries get malware into our voting machines, themselves? The U.S. military protects its
important secrets by keeping them on distinct networks and servers, physically separated from the
Internet. This “air gap” defense is also used to protect voting machines. Despite this, voting machines still
interact with normal computers as part of their initialization phase (loading software and ballot
definitions) and the tabulation phase (extracting castvote records and computing the totals). Even if the
whole process is designed to be “air gapped” from the Internet (and it absolutely must be airgapped),
nationstate adversaries have devised a variety of workarounds. The Stuxnet malware, for example, was
engineered specifically to damage nuclear centrifuges in Iran, even though those centrifuges were never
connected to the Internet. We don’t know exactly how the Stuxnet malware got in, but it did nonetheless9.
Combine the patience and resourcefulness of a nationstate adversary with the unacceptably poor state of
security engineering in our voting systems, and especially if we consider the possibility of insider threats,
then yes, it’s entirely reasonable to consider attacks against our voting systems to be within the feasible
scope of our adversaries’ capabilities. The best mitigations we have for systems that we use today are
only feasible where we have paper ballots. The mere possibility of a recount or audit of the paper ballots
acts as a deterrent to an electronic attack; it’s much more difficult to tamper with paper, in bulk, relative
to the effort to tamper with purely electronic records, as used in a number of states including the
battleground states of Pennsylvania and Georgia. Conversely, if our paperless electronic voting systems
were attacked, we’d be unlikely to see evidence of it in the voting machines or tally systems.
Does an adversary need to attack everywhere? Our adversaries understand how the American political
system works. They know about “battleground states”. They can focus their efforts on states where a
small nudge might have a large impact. Also, consider that our adversaries might have a variety of goals.
If they simply want to disrupt our elections, and if they’re unconcerned with attribution, then even very
modest or crude attacks will raise doubts and damage voter confidence in the election outcome. Trust in
our election systems is fragile and is potentially easily shaken by our adversaries.
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What can we do between now and November? It’s far too late to change the technologies upon which
we will cast our votes. My best advice is that we need contingency planning. Four years ago, when
Hurricane Sandy disrupted elections in several northeastern states, this was a big topic of discussion10.
The National Association of Secretaries of State prepared a summary of relevant statutes in every state11.
In many respects, cyber activities from a nationstate adversary are similar to natural disasters in the
impact they can have on our elections. What can you do if your voter registration database has been
destroyed? Perhaps try to restart things from a backup. What can you do if your electronic voting systems
refuse to turn on? Perhaps make an advance arrangement with a printshop to rush a large order of paper
ballots if need be. What if we have no direct evidence of tampering but we have credible intelligence
reports that suggest otherwise? Many state statutes already allow governors to declare states of emergency
and take appropriate actions up to and including rerunning the election on a different day. In short, we
must prepare for a disaster, while hoping it may never occur.
When we talk about nationstate adversarial attacks on computer networks, we often use the term
“advanced persistent threat” (APT), indicating that these adversaries are good at hiding and at sticking
around despite efforts to remove them. While it’s helpful and important to apply software updates, use
good passwords, properly configure firewalls and intrusion detection systems, and otherwise practice
“good hygiene”, the process of detecting and removing an APT adversary is complicated. A number of
companies and consultancies have begun offering products and services that help in this area, and state
and county office should hire such companies to audit and remediate their systems, particularly in
“battleground” states, although this may require financial assistance from the Federal government.
How do we make sure we won’t face these risks in subsequent elections? The 2002 Help America
Vote Act had two parts. It allocated money to replace obsolete voting equipment and it created the
Election Assistance Commission (EAC) which, among other things, absorbed the voting systems
standardsmaking process which was previously managed by the National Association of State Election
Directors (NASED). The problem was that the money was allocated to the States before the EAC was up
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and running; the vendors who had products for sale at the time were able to sell these inadequate products
asis and had neither the incentives nor ability to improve them. Now, a over decade later, many of these
systems are nearing the end of their usable service life. Their aging hardware is starting to break down.
What should we buy next time to make sure we don’t have these problems again? I see two options:
Nextgeneration optical scan systems: The big elections equipment vendors are all now selling
“precinctbased optical scan systems” (PCOS), as shown in Fig. 1, where paper ballots are marked by
hand and scanned at the ballot box. These systems offer features to catch some kinds of voter errors12,
allowing voters a chance to remake their ballot. Optical scan systems face all the same electronic
tampering threats from adversaries, but these threats can be mitigated by robust paper auditing
procedures. California piloted such audits in 20112013 and submitted a variety of recommendations to
the EAC13, presently also part of California and Colorado state laws. In short, by randomly selecting a
small number of paper ballots and comparing those to their corresponding digital records, you can
mathematically determine that if you were to actually do a full recount  that is, count all the paper
ballots  the results would not differ between a hand count and the electronic count. Not only does this
help with accuracy, it also mitigates against malicious software tampering, because such tampering would
introduce discrepancies that the audit would detect.

Fig. 1: ES&S DS200, precinctbased optical scanner with onscreen assistance features.
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Nextgeneration hybrid voting systems: The two most exciting developments aren’t coming from the
commercial voting system vendors but instead from election officials in Los Angeles County, California
and Travis County (Austin), Texas. The LA Voting Systems Assessment Project (VSAP)14, as seen in Fig.
2, and the Travis County STARVote (Secure, Transparent, Auditable, Reliable) system15 both use large
touchscreen computers which can accommodate complex ballot designs with multiple languages and
both offer sophisticated accessibility features. Both generate printed paper ballots which can be tallied
electronically and audited manually. Both use sophisticated cryptographic techniques to protect the
system.

Fig. 2: Los Angeles VSAP prototype, with buttonbox, touchscreen, and printer.
I’ve been working more closely with Travis County than Los Angeles, so I can tell you that Travis
County has allocated $4 million to start their procurement process shortly; they expect they will
ultimately spend around $12 million before they can begin testing in real elections in 2019. If they had
additional funds now, they could advance their timeline and have a more fullfeatured system.
Both Travis and Los Angeles Counties envision their systems will use open source software, reducing
ongoing support and maintenance costs. These projects have the potential to see widespread nationwide
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adoption, which would make elections far more resilient to cyber attacks than with the voting systems
currently on the market.
Internet voting: While it’s not directly relevant to today’s hearing, somebody will inevitably propose
Internet voting as a solution to every problem in voting.
Why can’t we just vote on the Internet? While it’s attractive to imagine the convenience of online voting,
the Internet also makes it much easier for nationstate adversaries to attack our elections. In one
prominent example, Washington DC conducted a pilot election using an Internet voting system, inviting
external researchers to have a go at attacking them. The University of Michigan’s Prof. Alex Halderman
and his students managed to completely compromise this system in a few hours16. They were able to
watch election workers from the internal video cameras. They arranged for fictional characters to win all
the elections. They even modified the web site to play the Michigan fight song after each vote was cast. If
Prof. Halderman and his students can do this, so can our adversaries. Halderman and others have studied
Internetbased voting systems in New South Wales, Australia17, and in Estonia18, finding similar
problems. Safe internet voting is simply not feasible today. Instead, we need paper ballots or hybrid
systems.
But we can do banking on the Internet! Companies that engage in electronic commerce make significant,
ongoing investments in the security of their operations. Despite those investments, their losses are
significant:
In 2015, the British insurance company Lloyd’s estimated that cyber attacks cost businesses as
much as $400 billion a year, which includes direct damage plus postattack disruption to the
normal course of business. Some vendor and media forecasts over the past year put the
cybercrime figure as high as $500 billion and more.19
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We can’t afford fraud in elections. We can’t simply write it off as a cost of doing business. Furthermore,
in banking, if a fraudulent transaction occurs, perhaps because a credit card number was stolen, the victim
will see it on their statement and can dispute it. In sharp contrast, if an Internet vote was flipped, current
systems give the voter no evidence with which discover this. (We don’t want voters to have “receipts”
indicating how they voted, because that would enable bribery and coercion. Voter privacy is necessary for
a secretballot election.)
Will we ever be able to vote on the Internet? Eventually, yes, but definitely not with today’s computers,
and not on today’s internet. This is an open research challenge which requires better security across the
board, from consumer operating systems and web browsers through our networks and cloud
infrastructure. Internet voting is a great aspirational goal, but it’s not feasible yet to do this, particularly in
light of the threats these systems will face.
Can’t we use sophisticated cryptography, as in the Bitcoin blockchain? Bitcoin is an electronic currency
with a global “shared ledger” that has some interesting security properties. Some people have even
proposed that we can use it to cast ballots, since casting a ballot for a candidate is superficially similar to
sending a “coin” to that candidate. This isn’t the venue for a detailed technical critique, but suffice to say
that we’ve included blockchainlike techniques in Travis County’s STARVote, and that cryptographic
techniques don’t magically eliminate the dangers of having a voting system online and accessible to our
nationstate adversaries. Furthermore, it’s important that our election integrity not rely solely on
intangible mathematics. There must also be tangible evidence that can be understood without an advanced
degree. That tangible evidence must be paper ballots.
How can we better enable our overseas and military voters to cast their ballots? Many overseas voters
complain that postal ballot delivery and return is slow and unreliable. The current state of the art process
is delivering ballots digitally where the voter prints them, marks them by hand, and returns them in the
postal mail. In some cases, military ballots are returned by fax, printed, and then mailed domestically.
This process is a mess and we owe a better solution to our overseas and military voters. Rather than
Internet voting, what we really need is some form of remote kiosk voting, where overseas voters can go to
a nearby embassy, consulate, or military base. There’s a clear role here for NIST and the EAC to
standardize these things, making it easier for a remote voter to cast a private vote in a controlled polling
location.
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Conclusions
As Don Rumsfeld once said, “you go to war with the army you have, not the army you might want or
wish to have at a later time.” We face a similar situation this November with our systems for voter
registration, casting, and tabulation. None of them are ready to rebuff attacks from our nationstate
adversaries, nor can we replace them in time to make a difference. Despite this, we can pursue a number
of pragmatic steps, such as verifying the integrity of election database backups, and we can make
contingency plans for how we may respond if and when we do detect attacks against our elections. If we
can somehow determine that tampering with an electronic voting systems took place, we should have
plans in place to rapidly print paper ballots and bring the voters back to the polls. The sooner we can
create and agree on such plans, the more resilient our elections will be to foreign attacks. And even if
nothing goes wrong and all this turned out to be nothing but hot air, we should treat these events as a
warning. With modest investments, we can improve our practices and replace obsolete and insecure
equipment, defeating future attacks like this before they ever get off the ground.
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One Page Summary
Our elections face a credible threat. We’ve learned that Russia may have been behind leaked DNC
emails, explicitly to manipulate our elections. We’ve also learned of attacks on voter registration
databases in Arizona and Illinois. We must prepare for the possibility that sophisticated adversaries will
use their “cyber” skills to attack our elections. And they need not attack every county in every state. It’s
sufficient for them to go after “battleground” states, where a small nudge can have a large impact.
Voter registration databases are particularly vulnerable because they’re online. If an attacker can
damage or destroy our voter registration databases, they could disenfranchise significant numbers of
voters, leading to long lines and other difficulties.
Paperless electronic voting systems, and their tabulation systems, are also vulnerable. Despite not
generally being connected to the Internet, these systems were never engineered with security in mind, and
expert analyses have found unacceptable security issues. Our biggest nationstate adversaries have the
capability to execute attacks against these systems.
Our options between now and November are largely limited to contingency planning. If we’re lucky,
we might detect attacks before Election Day, but it’s important to make plans for recovering from
unforeseen cyber disasters in the same way that we make plans for natural disasters, including running
drills and exercises. If, for example, we were to conclude that our computer systems were unreliable, a
contingency plan might be to rapidly print millions of paper ballots and rerun the election. Legislation
passed in most states following 2012’s Hurricane Sandy generally allows for such mitigations.
We must also plan for the next few years, after November’s election is complete. Roughly one third
of American voters this fall will use aging electronic voting systems with proven insecure designs. New
hybrid voting systems, with electronic user interfaces and printed paper ballots, are being designed by Los
Angeles County, California and Travis County (Austin), Texas. These have the potential to substantially
reduce costs and improve the security of our elections. Federal support could advance their deployment
nationwide. If we do nothing, keeping our aging systems in service holds our elections at risk.
Our immediate future should not include Internet voting. It’s hard enough to protect the online
systems that we already have. Moving additional voters online will only make things worse. Traditional,
handmarked paper ballots and the new hybrid electronic systems are our best paths forward.
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